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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) has existed as a generic concept for more than 20 years. 

In the beginning, the systems were adapted to personal vehicles, as with ABS and ESC, or 

part of infrastructure, as with Variable Message Signs (VMS). In more recent years, a 

generic trend of addressing traffic issues associated with the safety of vulnerable road users 

(VRUs), i.e. pedestrians, bicyclists and motorcyclists has emerged. In addition, a new 

VRU-group has entered the scene: E-bikes. A more specific part of this reorientation has 

been the development of ITS addressing safety issues of VRUs. Three categories of ITS 

addresing VRUs may be distinguished: ITS carried by the road user him-/herself, ITS as 

part of infrastructure of the road system, and ITS in vehicles aiming at detecting and 

warning the car driver of a vulnerable road user in the viscinity of the vehicle. 

The generic group of vulnerable road users is heterogenous: One group uses powered two-

wheelers, the two others are considered to be un-powered road users. All these road-user 

groups would be unprotected and vulnerable in a crash with a car, but some significant 

issues may be overlooked when treating these sub-groups as one, “homogenous” road-user 

group. They differ in a number of aspects: 

 Pedestrians are completely unprotected, no passive safety system is developed to 

reduce the level of injuries if hit by a vehicle. The relative difference of speed, and the 

mass-difference between a pedestrian and car, both cause that the kinetic energy of a 

moving car with the higher mass is transferred to the deformation of the human body. 

A driving speed of 30 km/h is regarded as the limit of what a human body can tolerate 

when hit by a car without being killed or inflicted by irreversible personal injuries 

(Anderson et al, 1997). A number of road safety measures have been developed 

specifically for reducing the number of accidents involving pedestrians: Pavements, 

guiding fence footpaths, traffic light signals, pedestrian streets, and pedestrian 

crossings (Elvik et al, 2009). 

 Bicyclists have much of the same attributes as pedestrians, as with a small mass 

compared to cars, the transferrence of energy to the weaker party if hit by a car, the 

limit of body tolerance regarding injuries, but it differs from pedestrians in several 

ways: Bicycles usually move at higher speeds, the number of single accidents with 

bicycles is substantial and heavily underreported in official accident statistics 

(Bjørnskau, 2005), protection of the head by bicycle helmets reduce the number of head 

injuries and use is mandatory in some countries (Høye et al, 2012), and the higher speed 

may cause conflicts with pedestrians especially if they both occupy the same area of 

travel. Except for tracks for walking and cycling where the two groups mix, the road 
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safety measures addressing bicyclists also differs from pedestrian measures, especially 

in road design by specific cycle lanes, which separate cyclists from other road user 

groups. Other differences are the mandatory use of lights and retroreflectory 

equipment.  

 E-bikes/pedelecs: A disussion has started whether to treat e-bikes as motorized or un-

powered two-wheelers.  No doubt, e-bikes have battery-motor, which provides power 

to the bicyclist when the speed is < 25 km/h. In Norway, this is the legal limit not to be 

exceeded if the e-bike shall maintain a definition as a bicycle. In this speed range, the 

e-bike is closer to a powered moped than to a bicycle. For speeds below 25 km/h, the 

e-bike is closer to a bicycle than to a moped as the battery-motor is switched off. 

Accident statistics are still scarce for this group, but one report indicates a large 

increase in risk compared to ordinary bicyclists for female cyclists above 75 years of 

age (Fiets Beraad, 2013), which, together with its popularity, may justify to treat this 

VRU-group as a group on its own and then separated from bicycles. 

 Motorcycles have more in common with cars than with pedestrians and bicycles. There 

is no specific road design measure, road equipment, traffic control or road marking that 

separate motorcycles from vehicles, they are expected to behave and to be regulated as 

cars in the road system. Two aspects make motorbikes and motorcyclists vulnerable: 

Factors that influence their stability as with sand, gravel, oil, snow and ice on the road. 

Their potential high driving speeds combined with their lower mass make them 

especially vulnerable to the energy transference to the lesser party in a collision with 

vehicles. To mitigate the vulnerability of MCs several kinds of protective clothing have 

been developed: Gloves, boots, leather jackets and trousers all reduce the level of injury 

significantly (Elvik et al, 2009). In addition, motorcycle equipment as front windscreen 

and coating for knees/legs reduce the number of accidents. There are tendencies, 

however insignificant, that raised footrests and lowered seat could reduce the number 

of accidents (Elvik et al, 2009).  

The first study to consider the potential effects on accidents of what later would be labeled 

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), was the Marburger et al study of 1989. 

What Marburger et al did was to link accident types to future systems which potentially 

could have prevented a given accident type. Except for ABS, this was many years ahead 

for any development of ITS. However, high expections were created, and one specific focus 

was then directed to car manufacturers and what they would come up with regarding new 

ITS-systems, which could reduce the number of accidents. What we have observed since 

Marburger et als’ study in 1989, and more than 20 years with World Congresses on ITS, 

the first one in Paris 1994, is a confusing landscape of what exactly has been achieved in 

the last 25 years, especially regarding the impact of ITS on traffic safety, i.e. on behaviour 

and accidents. We miss attempts to provide overviews of all efforts, which try to 

systematize these effects. One study, which addressed ITS in vehicles and infrastructure, 

was done in 2007 (Vaa et al, 2007). Two other comprehensive study were done by Bayly 

et al  (2007) and Linder et al (2007), the former describing a total of 138 ITS-systems. 

One understanding that has been established, is the recognition that the generic “vulnerable 

road users”, really is heterogenous and that its heterogeneity lead to a need to treat them 

separately, especially in the present context, which is traffic safety. What unites these three 

groups is their vulnerability, but that is about it. Hence, and as a start, this paper will only 

discuss ITS addressing powered two-wheelers (P2Ws), which will mean motorcycles as 

mopeds seldom are focused in these studies . While the number of systems addressing 

pedestrian and bicycle safety might seem many, the number of systems addressing MC-

riders seems few, at least initially: The Handbook of Road Safety Measures (2009), 



presents only one: ABS for MCs. In order to add more systems to this single measures, 

literature has been sought for in Google Scholar, Science Direct, IEEE, ITS-congresses, 

and the EU-project RIDERSCAN, which was completed in 2014. Of these, Google Scholar 

is regarded as the source which provided the highest number of relevant studies.  

The main scope of this paper is, given the strict inclusion criterion, to sort more rigorously 

between reviews which do not contain any result on the effects of ITS and those studies 

which do have a quantitative or qualitative appraisal of a given system.Table 1 gives an 

overview of studies, which address ITSs for motorcycles. The data is based on motorcycles 

as an unspecified category, although it may comprise scooters and mopeds. The criteron 

for selecting studies is that it addresses effects on behaviour or accidents involving MCs. 

Technical papers addressing modeling, software, algorithms, descriptions of prototypes 

under development, are excluded. The number of studies is surprisingly low, and must be 

understood as a function of the criterion of inclusion. This criterion is strict, but 

nevertheless justified as many studies only list a number of ITS-systems, as known from 

vehicles, as if the apply also to MCs. A further scrutiny of the studies show, however, that 

such lists usually are without substance, i.e. no results of effects or qualified judgement 

regarding how a given (in-vehicle) system would apply on an MC. 

Table 1 shows that only two systems – ABS and daytime running lights (DRL) - have 

matured to an extent that they are widely spread and used on MCs in the road system. ABS 

on motorcycles is, contrary to ABS on cars, very efficient in reducing the number of 

accidents demonstrating that maintaining steering capability seems much more effective 

than ABS for cars: While the effect of ABS for MCs is estimated to be a reduction in the 

number of accidents of 36% (CI: -53; - 13), the effect of ABS for cars is zero [CI: -6;+6]. 

This difference is a strong indication that ABS for MCs are not compensated for, or that 

the degree of behavioural adaptation is low, while the effect of ABS on cars seems to be 

annihilated completely because of unforeseen behavioural adaptation. The other system 

which reduces the number of accidents, is DRL. One might question why DRL is 

categorised as an ITS-system in this context. There are several reasons: First, it illustrates 

the high effect lighting in itself provides, by triggering the orienting reflex and thus 

augmenting the perception of a P2W. Second, one should ask if this effect can be extended 

further, by more efficient headlight configurations, advanced/active lighting systems, or 

simply the use of highbeam headlights, which frequently can be observed by MC-riders on 

Norwegian roads. 

CONCLUDING REMARK 

The number of studies addressing ITS for motorcyclists which have been identified are 

surprisingly few. ABS seem to be the only one which has been fully developed and 

implemented in real traffic. Comparing it to the what is the status of ITS in cars, the slow 

progress must be a significant indication of the difficulties of making ITS-systems ready 

for implementation on MCs in real traffic. Another matter of concern is to what extent car 

drivers and MC-riders are comparable regarding factors that govern their behaviour, 

information processing and decision-making in traffic. Several previous overviews state, 

in a very simplistic way, that the safety potential of ITS for MC-riders is large, by referring 

to the development of ITS for car-drivers (Ambak et al, 2009). Bishop (2002) has, however, 

cautioned that some vehicle-based ITS have the potential to create new hazards to 

motorcyclists. A recent press release from FEMA/FIM underscore this point in the 

following way (FEMA/FIM, November 2015):  



 “Safety  research  addressing  the  development  and  application  of  ITS  

technologies  has  focused  primarily  on  passenger  vehicles and  has  not  been  

vigorously developed  or  applied  to  motorcycles.  …..The  impact  of  systems  

that  intervene  in  the  riding  task  is  quite  different  from passenger  cars  and  

requires  specific  R&D.  Stability  is  critical  on  a  motorcycle  and  imposes 

very different constraints compared to 4-wheeled  vehicles.  The  process  of  

deployment  of  Advanced  or  Automatic  Driver  Assistance  Systems  (ADAS)  is  

extremely  complicated  notably  due  to  the  leaning  behaviour  of  

motorcycles” (Joint position statement from FEMA and FIM Europe, November 

2015) 

The rest of the systems of Table 1 may reflect this caution and that there is slow progress 

in the development of ITS for MCs. The EU-project RIDERSCAN did a separate 

deliverable on ITS for MCs in which they appraised 23 systems (Delhaye and  Marot, 

2015). Their description of the State-of-Art of ITS for MCs indicates that there is still a 

long way to go before we will see fully matured ITS for MCs implemented in real traffic. 
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Table 1: Overview of studies addressing Intelligent Transport Systems for motorcycles. 

Study Year Country System 

 

System categroy 

 

Context Method/State 

Dependent 

variable 

Comments/specific issues Effects 

Bayly et al 2006 AUS Automatic Crash Notification Infrastruture/MC Literature review Not specified Level of injury  Baylay refer to “numerous studies” -5 to -15% (proxy) 

Rizzi et al 2009 SWE ABS ARAS/MC-based Real traffic Induced exposure All crashes Serious + fatal: -48% -38%. (minimum 11%) 

Theo 2010 USA ABS ARAS/MC-based Real Traffic Comparing ABS/non-ABS Accidents Fatal MC-crashes  37% reduction 

Høye et al 2012 NO ABS ARAS/MC-based Real traffic Meta-analysis MC-Accidents Fatalities -36% (-53; -13) 

Biral et al 2010 ITA Curve Warning System ARAS/MC-based Simulator (+ real?) Behavioural observation Speed Cautionary and imminent warnings Reduced acceleration 

Biral et al 2012 ITA Intersection Support System ARAS/MC-based Simulator Behavioural observation Speed Cautionary and imminent warnings Not specified 

Katayama et al 2013 JPN Information Provision ARAS/MC-based Simulator Collision avoidance Reaction Time Awareness Assistant Indicator-AAI HMI: AAI = Icon (RT) 

Lumiaho et al 2013 FIN eCALL Infrastruture/MC Tests in real traffic Transmission of eCALLs Success rate Mobile telecom network insufficient 40-76% success rate 

Høye, A 2014 NO Daytime running lights ARAS/MC-based Real traffic Meta-analysis All accident types All types of headlight design -53 (-74; -15) 

Sergeys, F 2014 JPN MC Approach Indication ADAS/Vehicle-based Test in real traffic Prototype/Demo Accidents C2C demo ITS WC 2012 & 2013 Not specified 

          

Delhaye & Marot* 2015 EU Blind spot monitoring ARAS/MC-based Expert appraisal** Under research TEAM Not specified Parallelism to LCA questioned Not specified 

Delhaye & Marot* 2015 EU Event Data Recorder ARAS/MC-based Expert appraisal** Unknown Not specified Relevant In accidents with VRUs Not specified 

Delhaye & Marot* 2015 EU Night vision and warning ARAS/MC-based Expert appraisal** Not yet researched Not specified Technologies to be investigated Not specified 

Delhaye & Marot* 2015 EU Obstacle/collision warning ARAS/MC-based Expert appraisal** Not yet researched Not specified Requires further research for PTWs Not specified 

Delhaye & Marot* 2015 EU Intelligent Speed Adaptation ARAS/MC-based Expert appraisal** Under research TEAM Speed Only speed and curve warnings Not specified 

Delhaye & Marot* 2015 EU Intersection safety (INS) Infrastruture-based Expert appraisal** Not specified Not specified To be further researched Not specified 

Delhaye & Marot* 2015 EU Automatic Crash Notification Infrastruture/MC Expert appraisal** Preliminary stage Level of injury  To be further researched -5 to -15% (proxy) 

          

*From RIDERSCAN  (IMobility VRU WG) (23 systems considered). **: Qualitative statement. ARAS = Advanced Rider Assistance System. ADAS = Advanced Driver Assistance System     

     

 

 

 


